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UIS Strategic Compass

Introduction and Purpose

The University of Illinois at Springfield’s (UIS) Chancellor Susan Koch and Provost Dennis Papini sought the development of a Strategic Compass to clarify UIS’ identity and guide the strategic direction of the university. The Center for Organizational and Human Resource Effectiveness (COHRE) at Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU) was commissioned to design and conduct the process for engaging UIS stakeholders’ input, ultimately producing a collectively developed vision for UIS.

COHRE served as a neutral third party in guiding this process, with full independence for all aspects of the project. The COHRE Senior Consultants who led this endeavor were Dr. Michael Hein, Dr. Patrick McCarthy, and Dr. Richard Moffett.

The Strategic Compass approach is anchored in identifying the strengths, distinctive qualities, underlying values, and future ambitions of an organization. These provide an essential foundation for addressing strategic development priorities. The resulting Strategic Compass provides the general framework of the organization’s identity and aspirations. It is particularly useful in dynamic environments, because this framework provides strategic direction with flexibility for how the organization can adapt to evolving circumstances.

The UIS Strategic Compass was collaboratively developed, utilizing extensive input across UIS stakeholders. In contrast to the top-down mandate of most strategic planning approaches, the Strategic Compass is an inductive integration of the shared vision for UIS.

Methodology

The process involved two primary phases. The first phase featured the use of individual and focus group interviews (“focus groups”) from a wide range of UIS stakeholders to identify issues and perspectives that they deemed to be significant. The focus groups also provided qualitative descriptions of these perspectives. The focus groups were conducted from October 2017 through February 2018 with stakeholders that included UIS faculty, staff, administrators, students, alumni, and community collaborators.

The second phase developed and administered surveys for further input. Participation, in April 2018, was fully anonymous with high security protections. One survey was sent to all full-time faculty, staff, and administrators. Another survey was sent to all students. These surveys provided further qualitative and quantitative descriptions of some issues initially raised by the focus group participants.

At least 85 focus groups with 268 participants were conducted. Most of the focus groups contained 10 or fewer individuals, which helped facilitate the engagement of each participant.
The survey to faculty, staff, and administrators was completed by 246 people, and yielded 1,673 comments in addition to their ratings of the quantitative items. Furthermore, 266 students completed their survey, adding 1,351 comments along with their ratings of the quantitative items. More detailed information about the focus groups and surveys is available in the supplementary Strategic Compass Technical Report provided by COHRE to UIS, including further description of participants’ views regarding many of the issues highlighted in this Strategic Compass.

We also reviewed an array of documents of potential relevance. Some examples include: the previous UIS Strategic Plan (January 2006), the microaggressions report authored by McChesney and Moranski (March 2016), and the UI System Strategic Framework (May 2016).

The extensive participation of so many UIS stakeholders across multiple methods provided a solid foundation for generating conclusions, particularly since consistent findings emerged across the varied sources. The resulting UIS Strategic Compass is an aspirational vision of UIS’s identity and strategic direction.

Overview of UIS Strategic Compass

UIS strives to be a **Premier Education** experience. That core mission aligns with the UI System’s emphasis and reputation for exceptional quality, yet enables UIS to tailor that ambition to its own distinctive priorities. Essentially, this means UIS students get a premier education on par with the nation’s best, via UIS’s signature paradigm. The vision of what that looks like and how it’s achieved is expressed via four foundational pillars and seven essential values.

The “UIS Way” features **World-Class Teaching**, where students get **Personal Attention** and are both **Experience Engaged** and **Liberal Arts Skilled**. These pillars are driven by an environment of seven essential values. These values include being **Student-Focused**, with **Respect and Inclusion** for all stakeholders, and vibrant **Community Connected** collaborations and impact; fueled by **Innovation**, **Strategic Decision-Making**, and constructive **Accountability**; while supporting the **Fiscal Health** of the university and its students.

The UIS Strategic Compass is summarized in Figure 1, and described in more detail below. This vision honors the university’s history and leverages its strengths, yet evolves for the future with a core identity.

The ideals of the UIS Strategic Compass have substance and impact as they are translated into actionable priorities. Accordingly, the descriptions below integrate several issues of particular significance for UIS to manifest the ideals into actions.
Figure 1: UIS Strategic Compass Model

Premier Education

World-Class Teaching  Personal Attention  Experience Engaged  Liberal Arts Skilled

7 Essential Values

1. Student-Focused  5. Strategic Decision-Making
2. Respect & Inclusion  6. Accountability
3. Community Connected  7. Fiscal Health
4. Innovation

Developed by COHRE
UIS Strategic Compass: Four Foundational Pillars

**World-Class Teaching**

UIS has strong roots in a teaching-oriented mission, and UIS stakeholders universally emphasize the importance of top-tier teaching quality for the university’s future. UIS has a proud history of innovative approaches for stimulating student learning and engagement in the classroom and online. Moreover, the vast majority of UIS classes are taught by professors and full-time instructors, while students at some other universities are often taught by part-time temporary instructors or graduate students. There is a core of talented and dedicated faculty, and supporting them is essential. UIS continues to affirm its commitment to world-class teaching quality, and recognizes key priorities for enhancing its future success.

**Key Priorities:**
- Reinforce emphasis on hiring faculty with strong teaching skills
- Improve teaching assessment and feedback systems
- Recognize and reward high quality teaching
- Invest in ongoing development of faculty teaching skills

It is essential for UIS to hire faculty with strong teaching skills, and provide ongoing development and support for those faculty.¹ UIS should reinforce an emphasis on hiring criteria for faculty positions that heavily weight the candidates’ teaching potential, including their skills, abilities, motivation, creativity and innovation. This is not limited to facilitating student learning, but also includes energizing student engagement.

Development of teaching quality begins with effectively assessing the strengths and areas for improvement of each faculty member. That feedback should drive individualized strategies for how to further develop each one’s teaching capabilities. This, in turn, would help the university to more effectively allocate resources to support these developmental efforts.

Faculty and administrators indicate that the current assessment tool is insufficient for providing effective developmental feedback. Better assessment systems can improve developmental feedback, provide individualized performance goal-setting, facilitate incentives for improvement, and strengthen accountability for teaching quality.

Recognition and rewards are also important for reinforcing high quality teaching, and better assessment systems offer a valuable foundation for doing so more effectively. One current practice that is strongly endorsed by UIS stakeholders is placing a particular emphasis on teaching performance when making promotion and tenure decisions.² Additional options include ongoing constructive feedback, prestigious teaching awards, high-profile recognition at major

---

¹ Professional development of staff and administrators is also important, and is explicitly acknowledged in the Innovation portion of the Essential Values section.

² The processes for promotion and tenure decisions are widely cited by faculty and administrators as priorities for improvement, and better assessment systems are a key step. This issue also arises in the Innovation portion of the Essential Values section.
ceremonies and in the media, as well as informal attention throughout the year from leaders throughout the university. A positive side-effect to doing these well is improved morale.

Exceptional teaching quality is integral to UIS’s identity and mission, which makes faculty development a pinnacle priority for the university. For these Stars to shine, UIS must significantly and strategically invest in the ongoing development of its faculty.

UIS should “[e]stablish a unit, perhaps a ‘Faculty Development Center’ in order to create, organize, and sustain programs and initiatives related to teaching innovation and engaged learning.” That call from the 2006 UIS Strategic Plan (prominently listed as Goal #1’s Action Step #1) has yet to be fulfilled, and is a major omission limiting developmental progress. In recent years, waning UIS resources for externally-based professional development have further stifled progress.

There have been some positive developmental advances at UIS, most notably the Center for Online Learning, Research and Service (COLRS) to support online teaching. However, UIS could significantly benefit from providing more comprehensive teaching innovation support services at an exemplary level, including for classroom-based teaching and for fostering the Experience Engaged and Liberal Arts Skilled pillars of the UIS Strategic Compass.

---

3 Although the UIS website contains a section with a similar-sounding name (Faculty Development Office - www.uis.edu/fdo), that does not operate as a comprehensive faculty development center. UIS administrators acknowledge that the Faculty Development Center recommendation of the 2006 UIS Strategic Plan has not been implemented.

4 Regarding online generally: Many stakeholders cite the quality of UIS online courses as a competitive advantage. While the university was a proactive innovator during the early rise of online education, UIS should heed cautions against potentially over-assuming its status in this arena. The online market has grown exponentially, bringing far more competitors with nationally prominent reputations. Online students can easily shop among any of them. Moreover, what it takes to initially create online success is not the same as what it takes to stay out front in this rapidly evolving arena. Even some early online pioneers with major competitive and resource advantages have encountered unanticipated declines for these reasons. UIS needs to be accordingly diligent in order to sustain its online success.
Personalized Attention

Personalized attention to the students has been a defining feature of UIS throughout its history. Stakeholders are particularly proud of this distinction, and reiterate its essential role for UIS’s future. All corners of the university impact this ideal, including students’ interactions with faculty, staff, and administrators regarding their full spectrum of experiences at the university.

Key Priorities:

- Reinforce emphasis on individualized student interactions with faculty and staff
- Assure classes available in format students want/need (classroom vs. online)
- Improve practices for meeting specialized needs of diverse student body
- Develop critical student life factors

On the academic side, stakeholders frequently cite positive examples at UIS such as small class sizes; individualized communication, feedback, and mentoring from faculty; and opportunities for student involvement with research and other experiential activities. UIS affirms its commitment to such standards for students getting an education with a personal touch. Individualized student-faculty interactions are a central element.

Of course, staff interactions also directly and significantly impact students’ perceptions of how personal (or impersonal) their experience at UIS is, and merit further diligence by UIS. Additionally, administrators’ support of faculty and staff in these regards can be a facilitator (or barrier) for reinforcing the personal connection of each student with the university.

An additional academic aspect of personal attention is the ability for students to get classes in the format they want/need, particularly regarding classroom-based versus online courses. Online courses are valuable for many students, and stakeholders rate these courses positively overall. The convenience and quality of these courses led half of the surveyed students to want more online offerings. In contrast, another half of the surveyed students indicate they prefer and benefit more from classroom-based courses, and some noted a detrimental impact on their campus life experience if their only choice for some courses is online (e.g., if they live on campus but are required to take classes on computer). Opportunities for adding sections of courses in either modality may be facilitated financially as UIS achieves its intended enrollment growth in the years ahead. The recommendation is to assure an appropriate balance of classroom-based versus online sections, especially for required courses and popular electives.

Personalized attention also encompasses an inclusive culture, reinforced by practices that meet the specialized needs (academic and otherwise) of a diverse student body. Student life is another key factor, including residence life and other campus life considerations. Stakeholders recognize the ascending ambitions of UIS in these areas, and some corresponding achievements. They also point out significant needs for improvement as UIS continues its evolution in these areas.

A commitment to diversity and inclusion is explicitly a focus for the UI System overall, and for UIS specifically. Meeting the specialized needs of diverse students, while fostering an inclusive culture, is key for success. UIS stakeholders acknowledge efforts and programs to help meet such needs, yet advocate for further progress in the future.
A valuable starting point is to identify the varying student segments, evaluate how effectively each is served, and develop an integrated strategy for the future. UIS draws a wide array of students, and offers a variety of support services, with stakeholders reporting considerable differences in the quality and effectiveness of such services. This has a major impact on student success and retention, and merits high priority attention.

Assessing the strengths and shortcomings of each student support program, and developing strategic goals with action plans, is an important foundation. An integrated approach can also leverage the strengths of some programs to improve others. For instance, beneficial aspects of programs serving Capital Scholars and/or student athletes may be expanded to positively impact additional segments of students. Such cross-fertilization advances a more inclusive approach to personally assisting students, and expands the positive impact accordingly.

The amount of resources, including staffing levels, also need to be strategically addressed as UIS plans for how to best serve each segment of a diverse student body. Limited resources means that increased attention to one segment often results in decreased attention to another segment. For instance, stakeholders note that transfer students were historically the cornerstone of the university, yet the more recent focus on adding traditional freshman has significantly challenged the ability to serve transfer students. Administrators’ planning and support will be vital to empower coordinated gains across all segments.

Student life also has a major role in the personalized care that a student experiences with the university. The impact is heightened by the physical distance of the campus from downtown Springfield and business areas. UIS has an ascending focus on enhancing campus life and integrating with the Springfield community, although many of these efforts are in the early stages.

Each student’s personal experience of campus life is driven by social interaction opportunities. These are created directly via student life events, and indirectly by having common areas that attract students to gather and interact. The Student Union is one recent achievement for the latter. Expanding the accessibility of the Student Union and creating more common areas (inside and outside) throughout the rest of the campus are recommended, in addition to further growth of student life events.

Residence life offers significant potential for improvement, and the new leadership in this area may facilitate progress and reduce the excessive number of housing vacancies on campus. Stakeholders note that high cost (relative to the local housing market) is a barrier. Student feedback also emphasizes social restrictions specifically, and culture issues more generally, as major targets for improvement. Many add that the hours for access to food services are too limited, especially since there are no off-campus alternatives nearby and transportation is not always available. Stakeholders at all levels of the university advocate high-priority attention to each of these issues.

---

5 e.g., undergraduate, graduate, residential, commuter, transfer, traditional freshmen, non-traditional adults, urban, rural, international, first-generation, honors, student athletes; with a diversity of academic abilities and socioeconomic status, as well as race, ethnicity, religion, age, disability, gender, LGBTQ+ status, and more.
UIS is also actively seeking to collaborate with the Springfield business community for development of a “campus town” region adjacent to UIS, which could include shops, restaurants, and entertainment options for students. This would be a major benefit for student life, as well as for strengthening the university’s connection with the community, and thus is a key priority for UIS’s future.

**Experience Engaged**

UIS is committed to education infused with experiential learning opportunities, and is positioned to build upon its strengths in this area. This expands skill development, stimulates interest, enhances career preparation, and facilitates community connections. The UIS vision is for every student to benefit from a range of such experiences.

Stakeholders praise UIS’s history in this regard, and endorse an even greater focus for the future. It is a point of distinction for the university that provides a competitive market advantage for both the university and its students.

**Key Priorities:**

- Reinforce and expand current experiential learning opportunities beyond the classroom
- Increase capability and practice of integrating experiential activities within courses

UIS strengths include a variety of existing initiatives that have strong reputations and/or rising potential. The size of the university also enables every student to benefit from several opportunities, which typically is not practical at larger universities, and often is not as well developed at similar-sized or smaller universities. Additionally, being located in the state capital is a significant advantage for developing opportunities, especially regarding public policy and service. State government, nonprofit and not-for-profit organizations, and private businesses all provide regional collaboration foundations.

Civic engagement has been prominent at UIS since the birth of the university. Examples range from civil activism and volunteer efforts, to formal initiatives such as the acclaimed Illinois Innocence Project, and the Center for State Policy and Leadership.

Internships are another major form of experiential learning. Two of the highly regarded assets at UIS include the Graduate Public Service Internship Program (GPSI), and the Illinois Legislative Staff Internship Program (ILSIP).

Student involvement in faculty research also provides valuable experience, including individualized professional mentoring of students and development of analytical skills. Leadership Lived is an initiative within UIS that is intended to develop applied leadership experiences. International opportunities are available as well through Study Abroad.

These are some of the ways in which UIS provides experiential opportunities beyond the classroom (or online platform). Experiential learning can also be fostered within the courses in a wide variety of ways, including applied projects, civic engagement activities, interviews and/or
shadowing at organizations, simulation activities, etc. Stakeholders endorse increased integration of experiential learning into courses, and note the importance of a corresponding investment in faculty development of ideas, skills, strategies, and resource support.6

**Liberal Arts Skilled**

UIS has an esteemed liberal arts history that lays an important foundation for its future. Liberal arts provides students with versatile skills that are valuable across careers, and in life more generally. It takes more than applied technical skills to be prepared for career success, with prominent employers increasingly emphasizing the importance of liberal arts skills. These skills range from interpersonal to analytical, and much more.7

*Key Priority:*
- Strategically assess how to best leverage UIS’s liberal arts strengths for the future, including how to integrate those strengths across majors

This priority frames the value of general education courses as more than their respective knowledge domains, particularly when the liberal arts skills gained from those courses are explicitly recognized. Additionally, the Engaged Citizen Common Experience (ECCE) program is lauded by many, particularly for its role in exposing students to alternate perspectives, and for the quality of ECCE guest speakers. However, stakeholders have mixed reactions overall to ECCE, partly due to cumbersome processes and effects (e.g., impact on transfer students). A UIS review of ECCE should clarify ECCE’s purpose, assess how well it meets that purpose, and examine potential obstacles that may result from this program. That review will provide UIS with a more complete basis for developing ECCE recommendations.

There are more potential avenues for developing liberal arts skills at UIS. Teaching innovation initiatives can include liberal arts-based pedagogy developments for non-liberal arts classes. Cross-course collaborations are another creative option, with proper planning and logistical support. A future UIS faculty development center could have a valuable role for facilitating these and other liberal arts skills integration innovations.

---

6 See the World-Class Teaching section for further description of faculty development recommendations (including the importance of incentives and rewards, and the value that a “Faculty Development Center” could for provide for facilitating teaching innovations across campus).

7 e.g., Google reports “soft” liberal arts skills are more critical to job success than “hard” technical skills, even for highly technical jobs (December 2017 - https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/answer-sheet/wp/2017/12/20/the-surprising-thing-google-learned-about-its-employees-and-what-it-means-for-todays-students/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.57471b8e2631)

8 Specific Liberal Arts skills often cited by employers and alumni as beneficial include those featured on the UIS Sociology Anthropology website (https://www.uis.edu/sociologyanthropology/about/thebenefitsofaliberalartsdegree). Additional current examples can be researched from external sources regarding employer-preferred liberal arts skills and related career readiness skills.
UIS Strategic Compass: Seven Essential Values

The four pillars described above are driven by an environment of seven essential values. Each of these values is strongly endorsed by UIS stakeholders, and has cross-cutting impact. These UIS ideals are essential reference points for decisions and actions throughout the university.

**Student-Focused**

Being relentlessly student-centered is the UIS core value. It is UIS’s paramount reference point for setting priorities, making decisions, and guiding actions at all levels of the university. Making a positive impact on each student is the highest ideal, and is the ultimate prism through which UIS judges its success. In many ways, this value embodies the soul of the university.

**Respect and Inclusion**

Treating every person with respect is an unwavering imperative at UIS, and lays the foundation for a culture of genuine inclusion. This value embraces diversity in its many forms and enables the dignity of all to flourish. Civility, transparency, and shared governance are significant contributors. Microaggressions can be an unintentional barrier, and UIS must remain resolute in its efforts to proactively address them. The responsibility for this value, and the benefits of it, should equally touch students, faculty, staff, administrators, and all other UIS stakeholders.

**Community Connected**

Building collaborative connections with the surrounding community is a longstanding UIS value. Historically, the UIS emphasis on students making a difference in the world has ranged from civil activism to career success, at times aided by alliances with major organizations.

At the broadest level, UIS strives to have its students engage with the global environment. At a more local level, UIS collaborates with state government, civic organizations, and local employers. This value is exemplified by continually pursuing, achieving, and expanding mutually-beneficial collaborations with the community.

Stakeholders exalt UIS’s commitment to this value, and suggest advancement opportunities. Advancing the relationship with Lincoln Land Community College, and developing new inroads with the regional health care industry, are two examples. One relatively new UIS resource for developing connections is Innovate Springfield, and there are numerous other established entities at UIS.9

While connections can be proactively pursued, they can also be enticed. A basic framework for this is “Inform>Attract>Involve.” As the community becomes better informed about UIS, they become more attracted to UIS, and ultimately become more involved with UIS activities – potentially escalating to a collaborative level.

9 See the Experienced Engaged section for additional examples and suggestions.
In addition, developing the physical connection between UIS and the surrounding community substantially helps manifest the Community Connected value.

**Innovation**

Innovation entails creative initiative, pioneering efforts, and a passionate commitment to continuous improvement. The UIS ideal includes vigorously living this value with an energized “can do” attitude and effective action. Leadership support and a healthy work climate are essential for this to flourish.

UIS aspires to be at the forefront of innovation in a multitude of ways. Its early history includes bold efforts to try creative teaching methodologies, and the current UIS pillars offer a renewed emphasis on leading state-of-the-art teaching developments.

Research, creative activities, and entrepreneurial endeavors of the faculty (in collaboration with students) provide innovative contributions to the region and the world. Staff and administrators are also important catalysts and contributors to UIS initiatives for making a difference in society. Investing in their professional development and assuring sufficient support enhance their impact.

The role of scholarship at UIS is both vital and multidimensional. It prominently includes, but is not limited to, research in academic subject areas. Research publications are highly valued professional contributions, but are not the sole indicator of scholarship. The more expansive view also significantly values pioneering applications and practice, creative activities, teaching innovations, and more.\(^\text{10}\) Beneficial next steps for UIS include explicitly affirming and clarifying UIS’s view of scholarship, and thoroughly communicating that view throughout the university. Additionally, that view should be aligned with the criteria of the promotion and tenure systems.\(^\text{11}\)

Internal innovation is also a high-priority ambition embedded within this value. Stakeholders seek increased efficiency for a number of internal processes at UIS. Among the areas noted as having significant potential for improvement are: human resources, contracting, recruiting, admissions, faculty tenure and promotion, staffing levels, and employee benefits. UIS leadership has initiated efforts to address these areas, and must attentively follow through on each.\(^\text{12}\)

---

\(^{10}\) This approach enables flexibility for how faculty can achieve excellence in scholarship. Some stakeholders cited the “Boyer Model” (1990) as a specific example of an expansive view of scholarship that values discovery, application, integration, and innovative teaching (http://www.hadinur.com/paper/BoyerScholarshipReconsidered.pdf). Such an approach may generally align with UIS’s vision, although a more detailed examination of this model and exploration of potential alternatives would be needed before making any specific conclusions about possible implications for UIS.

\(^{11}\) Aligning with the criteria of promotion and tenure systems will help address some faculty concerns about how clear, reasonable, and consistently applied the criteria of those systems have become.

\(^{12}\) Development and application of process improvement expertise at UIS can assist the effectiveness of these efforts. One example is “Lean Higher Education”, which integrates key principles and practices of continuous improvement and employee empowerment specifically for university settings. The broader field of continuous improvement offers additional guidance for redesigning internal systems to create major efficiency gains.
Ultimately, this includes responsibility for assuring that staff can overcome obstacles and achieve meaningful improvements.

**Strategic Decision-Making**

The evolution of UIS will rest on many key decisions along the way. Stakeholders advocate a strategic, data-based approach. This includes integrated planning across initiatives and minimizes isolated or reactive approaches. Effective communication and transparency are characteristic as well.

This value is critical for effectively navigating through a wide variety of issues, ranging from innovating more efficient internal processes, to advancing community connections, to addressing each of the priorities raised by the pillars.

**Accountability**

High ambitions require diligent follow through. Accountability translates intentions into actions and ensures ceaseless dedication to full attainment.

The cornerstones for accountability are clear expectations, attentiveness to progress, and appropriate consequences for how well those expectations are fulfilled. Consequences should not be narrowly limited to negative instances; accountability is most effective when it constructively balances positive reinforcement and corrective responses as respectively earned.

Stakeholders are proud of UIS’s achievements, yet recognize the importance of more consistent follow through and constructive accountability at all levels of the university.

**Fiscal Health**

The ability to thrive as a university is bound by the fiscal health of the university. Effective fiscal management and strategic foresight are integral to the long-term success of the university. UIS is committed to sound stewardship and development of resources entrusted to the university.

Stakeholders recognize that one implication is planned enrollment growth. They also note the need to do so strategically, and only to a level that retains and advances UIS’s ability to fulfill the pillars and values declared herein. Further development of alumni and community relations are also important for this and all aspects of UIS’s future vision.

For UIS, the fiscal health of its students is also at the forefront of this value. UIS is committed to offering students a comparatively low cost opportunity for a premier education.
Closing

This Strategic Compass provides a summary description of the identity and aspirations of UIS, as well as the core values that drive the environment for achieving this strategic vision. It was collaboratively developed with extensive input from a wide range of UIS stakeholders. The resulting Strategic Compass honors the university’s history and leverages its strengths, yet evolves for the future.

COHRE delivered this Strategic Compass and the supplementary technical report to the Strategic Compass Steering Committee, the Chancellor, and the Provost. These stakeholders will confirm or further develop the final UIS Strategic Compass to guide the University through the opportunities and challenges of the coming decade.